Interested in field research and berry production?

A full-time position from May through August to assist with research projects on berry production. Projects include high tunnel and container production of raspberries, organic blueberry and raspberry culture, and weed management in blueberries. Position requires some travel to southwest Michigan but most work will be at the Hort Farm in East Lansing. Hours are flexible and may include some weekends.

**Duties:**
- Assist with field trials on MSU research farms and commercial farms, including plant training, fertilization, irrigation and harvest.
- Collect, enter and summarize data.
- Travel to southwest Michigan (university vehicle provided).

**Qualifications:**
- Interest in horticulture and outdoor, physical work
- Driver’s license and basic computer skills

**Pay:**
$9.50 to $11.00 per hour

**Contact:** Eric Hanson
hansone@msu.edu